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 Ascending and descending skills are an essential part of any rescue evolution.  
They are also an essential part of self rescue procedures.  In this installment we will 
review ascending and descending as well as switchover and knot passing procedures.   
 

Ascending 
 

 During patrol activities “soft” hardware will be used while performing 
ascending operations.  Soft hardware consists of prusik or Purcell loops as opposed 
to mechanical devices such as Gibbs and Jumars.  Both prusik and Purcell systems 
consist of two loops: a waist loop and a loop attached to the foot.  The loops are 
attached with a three wrap prusik knot (Figure 1).  As illustrated ensure that when 
placing the loop on the rope you position the double fisherman’s knot so that it 
does not interfere with connection points.  When using prusiks one short loop is 
attached to the rescuers harness, the waist loop.  The other, longer, loop is attached 
to the rescuers foot (Figure 2).  In a ratcheting motion the 
waist loop is raised as high as possible and set in place.  
The foot prusik is then slid up the rope until it is near the 
waist prusik.  The rescuer then stands up in the foot 

prusik while sliding the waist prusik as high as possible.  The 
waist prusik is set in place again.  The rescuer proceeds to take 
their weight off of the foot prusik and slide it towards the waist 
prusik.  This ratcheting process is repeated until the rescuer 
reaches their objective.  Once the objective is reached the waist 
prusik can be set allowing the rescuer to remain safely in that 
position.  The Purcell system is very similar with Purcell loops 
put in place of the prusik loops. 
 
 If a knot is encountered while ascending the rescuer must place the waist prusik as 
close to the bottom of the knot as possible.  A second short waist prusik is then tied above 
the knot.  A separate carabiner should be attached to this prusik (figure 3).  The foot 
prusik should then be moved against the original waist prusik.  While stepping up on the 
foot prusik the second waist prusik carabiner should be attached to the rescuers harness.  
The top waist prusik should then be moved up as far as possible.  As the rescuers weight 
is placed on this newly placed prusik the original prusik will now become slack.  The 
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original waist prusik can now be removed from the system (the reason for the second 
carabiner should now be evident, never open a loaded carabiner!).  Now remove the foot 
prusik from the rope and retie above the knot.  The system should now be rigged so your 
ascension can continue. 
 

Descending 
 

 Once you have reached your objective it may be easier to return to 
the ground instead of completing your ascent to the top.  In order to do 
this you must rig or “switchover” your system for descending.  The 
rescuer should be attached to the rope with their waist prusik.  The 
rescue-8 should be rigged between the waist prusik and the foot prusik.  
Remember to rig the eight by attaching a separate carabiner to the waist 
connection on the harness and to the large ring on the rescue-8 (figure 
4).  Rig the rescue-8, then detach the carabiner from the large ring and 
flip the eight around and attach to the small ring (the way the rescue-8 
would normally be attached).  This method ensures that the rescue-8 is 
not dropped while rigging.  The rescue-8 should now be tied off (figure 
5).  Step up in the foot prusik and unload the waist prusik until the 
weight is on the tied-off rescue eight.  The foot prusik should now be removed from the 
system.  Continue by releasing the rescue-8 while controlling the waist prusik.  The 
rescuer is now on rappel and can use the waist prusik as a self belay, or 
safety prusik.      
 
 While on rappel the rescuer may encounter a knot.  If this occurs 
and the knot cannot be passed through the rescue-8 then the rescuer 
should set the self belay prusik when the rescue-8 is just short of the 
knot.  If the rescuer does not have a safety prusik in place then the 
rescuer must stop before the knot, tie-off the rescue-8 (figure 5), put a 
prusik in place and then continue rappelling until the rescue-8 is just 
above the knot.  The prusik should then be set.  Once the prusik is set 
the rescue-8 can be untied and rigged directly below the knot.  The rescue-8 
must then be tied off.  A foot prusik should be placed below the rescue-8.  
Once everything is in place the rescuer can step up in the foot prusik and 
unload the waist prusik placing their weight on the rescue-8, it may be 
necessary to detach the waist prusik (remember never open a loaded 
carabiner!).  Once the rescuers weight is on the rescue-8, 
remove the foot prusik.  For safety and in case another 
obstacle is encountered it is desirable to reattach the 
safety/self belay prusik.  When the rescuer is ready they 
can un-tie the rescue-8 and continue on rappel. 
 
 In this article you have learned the procedure for 
ascending, descending, passing knots, and switching 
over between systems.  Future articles will discuss 
anchors and mechanical advantage systems.   
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